
 KALK BAY & ST JAMES PROPERTY ENCLOSURES : GUIDELINES AND REGULATIONS               

There has been a vast increase in the number of fences and garden walls being erected in Kalk Bay & St James. We understand the need for residents to 
respond to the increasing levels of crime, but the fences and walls that are being built often compromise the quality of the broader environment. We as 
a community value our streetscapes and acknowledge it as one of the major assets of this unique area. The Ratepayers & Residents Assocation is 
concerned about this situation and has thus taken it upon themselves to issue the following information document.

This brochure is meant to provide residents with the necessary information regarding property enclosures in general, with special emphasis on Boyes 
Drive (a declared scenic drive). This document is relevant to all properties in Kalk Bay & St James where fences, walls and hedges (including gates or 
any other form of property enclosure) exist or are being planned.

1 Building work in an Urban Conservation Area.

Kalk Bay & St James is a declared Urban Conservation Area.  Therefore all building work, including the building, upgrading or replacement of 
any property enclosure, must be submitted to council for approval.  It also requires approval from the St James Kalkbay Residents and Ratepayers 
Association.  

2 General Guidelines for all areas of Kalk Bay & St James

The City of Cape Town has prepared a series of documents to guide development in Urban Conservation Areas. Two of these are 'Boundary 
Enclosures in Heritage Areas' and 'Security in Heritage Areas'.  These documents provide valuable advice on the design of walls, fences and gates 
in urban conservation areas. It goes into greater detail than we have space for in this brochure. The illustrations in this section are from these 
documents.

2. 1  General principles from the brochures  in brief:  

Fences may not be higher than 1.8m.

Different precincts require different responses :a) Densely built urban areas : solid masonry columns or plinths with permeable infill panels
     b) Natural/garden precincts : open palisade-style fences without masonry elements.
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For  urban enclosures at least a third of the height of the wall should be visually permeable eg steel railings, wrought iron, steel palisades or timber 
slats spaced with openings in between. This prevents views being blocked and also helps to maintain passive surveillance between streets / stairs and 
private properties.(Ill 1,2 & 3).

Illustration 1 : New wall behind existing Illustration 2:  New palisade on top of  old brick wall
Where it is permissible to raise a wall and there are existing historic elements such as stone walls/planters, these elements should be incorporated rather 
than obliterated. For example, build a full height enclosure behind an existing wall and allow a gap in between to accommodate planting to soften the 
edge.(Ill 1)

Where there is no option but to build solid walls, there should be protruding piers at regular distances to break the scale and mass of the wall. The 
spacing of columns should be in harmonious proportion to the height of the wall. Where the wall is along a slope, it should be stepped in line with the 
slope so as to not block sea and mountain views.(similar to the stepped wall in Ill 2). These walls should preferably be set back to allow for planting in 
front to soften the public edge.
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Follow the local historic patterns in your immediate area (where appropriate) so as to create a continuous feel to the street and to respect the historic 
character of particular precincts. There are many good examples to follow.  By the same token, there are many inappropriate fences which should not 
be an excuse to do the same.

Ill 3: New wall on top of existing Ill 4: Spikes on wall coping Ill 5: Inconspicuous spikes
2.2 Safety features:

The use of sensitively detailed electrical fencing and infra-red laser beams is allowed, as are thin strips of spikes on top of enclosures. (Ill 4 & 5). 
Thorny vegetation is also recommended to secure boundaries.  Coiled razor should not be used where it is visible from public streets and walkways.

3 Boyes Drive

Boyes Drive is a declared “scenic drive” as per section 93 of the Municipality of Cape Town Zoning Scheme. Therefore:
a) Fences may not be higher than 1.2m above the level of the pavement..
b) Fences must allow views through, i.e. they may not be solid. (Apart from a stone base up to about 700mm high).
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Vegetation on Boyes Drive should also be trimmed to a height of 1.2m (except for trees).

We are very sympathetic to the safety requirements of residents and do not suggest that the fences on Boyes Drive be made lower than what is deemed 
secure. We  therefore suggest that full-height fences be erected lower down on  properties where they do not interfere with the 1.2m height regulation.

The following 2 examples show how fences can be built to provide full security to the inhabitants without obscuring the views from Boyes Drive.
(These are only illustrative : all fences should be appropriate to their site and should not cause danger to the general public)

Diagram 1 : FENCE SUNK BELOW RETAINED TERRACE (for example cnr Boyes Drive/St James Rd & 84 Boyes Drive)
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Diagram 2 :  FENCE SUNK BELOW SHEER RETAINING WALL
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4 The plan of action

Despite the legislation, many of the fences on Boyes Drive in particular contravene the law. There is generally no unity in design and some fences 
show very little regard for their scenic location. Roughly half of the fences comply with the height requirements. We hope to start rectifying this 
situation by  

a) monitoring all new construction carefully and
b) getting  property-owners of existing fences to comply retroactively, hopefully voluntarily.

You might have bought your house with an existing fence but that does not mean the fence is legal.

It is worth noting that the law of proscription does not apply to building work, so an unapproved fence does not become legal even if it has been there 
for years.

We are very grateful to those residents whose fences already comply with council regulations.  However, if your fence does not comply,  please be 
aware of the regulations and rectify it. If you need any advice we would gladly assist. Please contact us as per the information below.

The Heritage Subcommittee
The Kalk Bay & St James Residents and Ratepayers Committee.

31 October 2008

Roelf Jansen Barrie Gasson Jody Paterson
021 788 5735 021 788 1855 021 788 3903
084 714 5880 084 370 2831
roelf.jansen@gmail.com barrie.gasson@sybaweb.co.za jody1@telkomsa.net

Please report any trangressions to us and to the local building inspector : Quintin Carelse : 021 784  2024 
(email : QuentinLarry.Carelse@capetown.gov.za)

We welcome all comments and suggestions! Look out for the Kalk Bay & St James Residents & Ratepayers newsletter coming soon.
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